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‘The present invention relates’ generally’ to the 
class‘ of arti?cial body member-stand‘ more‘ speé 

‘ Ci?c'aliy to‘ any improved arti?cial arm structure 
that includes a shoulder joint, the, wrist joint, 
and‘ the hand, together with the fingers and 
thumb of. the hand. ' 

The, primary object‘ of the invention. is‘ the 
provision of a; comparatively lightlweight arm. 
structure‘ that'fma'y' be manipulated‘ with facility, 
and‘ which is composed of jointed-and articulated 
parts forming‘ either‘anarti?'cial right arm, or a 
left- arm as herein‘ described and illustrated‘; and 
in which the parts are‘ ?exibly connected in% or 
der to simulatev the movements of natural. mem 
bers. The minimum number of parts. employed 
in' the structure may. with facility be manufac 
tured at comparatively low cost of ‘production, 
and assembled with‘ convenience to‘ house or 
contain compactly arranged. eIe'ctro-mechanical 
power-‘operated’ mechanisms for selectively and 
reversibly'transmi'tti'rig power and} motion to th 

' desired parts‘ of ' the‘arm'. ' 

The arm. structure as a whole is‘constructed of - 
sections‘ or units having suitable‘ and separate 
electrical control‘ devices for use'by'the wearer of 
the arm, and while I have disclosed a complete 
and unitary arm structure',it will‘ be understood 
that separated‘ sections of the wholev structure 
areavailable for separate use. 

The’ invention consists in certain novel fea 
tures of construction and combinations- and. ar 
rangements of ' parts including endless. cables 
and accessories together with. selflcontained 

, operating means as will hereinafter be described 
in; detail, and‘v more speci?cally pointed- out in 
the appended“ claims. A 
In the accompanying drawings‘ IThave. illus 

trated a complete example of a- physicalfembodi 
ment of ‘ my invention inwhich-the parts are 
combined a'nd'arranged‘ in accord with-one mode 
I” have devised? for the practical application of 
the principles of. my invention.- It'WilLhowever, 
be understood! that» various changes and altera-, 
tions .are ‘contemplated ‘and may be made inthese 
exemplifying drawings and mechanical struc 

. times, within. the scope ofv my claims without" de 
parting from the. principles.’ of' the invention.v 

Figure 1. is afrontview of an arti?cial left arm‘ 
. shown as mounted upon anatural shoulder, and 
in. Which myv invention.v is physicallyl embodied, 
fandi indicating. also the electrical. control' de 
vices carried ‘at ‘the. waistline ' of ‘ the. wearer._ 

Figure 2 is an enlarged'vertical sectionalkview 
of the.upper armstructure?showing. the: shoulder 
joint together with the. self-contained electro 
mechanical. mechanism for activating,- various 
parts of‘th'e-arm.v _V v 

Figure 3 is an. enlarged; front view partly in 
sectionof the- casingsfor the upper arm and the 

_ fore. arm,’ at ’ theelbow joint;- ‘and? Figure. 4 is a 
side view partly in section‘ of the same structure. 

' _ Figure 5-1 isran enlarged front view partly in 
section? showing the. hand- with ?ngers. and 
thumb,I together with the wrist joint, and also 

(or. s--1a)" 

showing“ part of the self-contained electro 
mechanical mechanism in: the wrist and of the 
fore arm. _ H I Y I ‘ V 

Figure 6 is a transverse detail sectional view 
5 at line 6-6 of 

Figure 7- Ais a; transverse detail sectional view 
at’ line 'l'-_—'I- of Fig. 2, showing part of the shoul 

- der joint.- 7 -_ p . _‘ _ 

Figure 8 is a cross sectional view at line‘ 8--8" of 
10- Fig. 2 looking up into the upper arm. 

Figure 9; is a'diagrammatic' view of one of the 
cable mechanisms-for the ?ngers. ‘ 
Inthe general assembly view Fig. 1 where the 

left‘ arm structure is suspended from a shoulder 
15': plate l,~ this concave-convexv or truncated cone 

shaped. plate of light-weight metal, is fashioned 
to ?t neatly over the shoulder with braces or 
straps 2-, 2 connected to othersupports carried 
on.v the b‘odyoi the wearer of the arti?cial arm. 

20- An electric cable 3 composed of various elec 
tricwires or circuits extends from’a battery 4,:or 
other; source of’ energy, which may be supported 
upon a waistline _belt:,-.passes» upwardly and then 
under the-‘shoulder plate; and the various circuit 

25. wires are distributedto the different electrical 
appliancesenclosedin the casings‘ of: the mem 

. bers of the arm. 
The upper arm: structure includes a tubular 

casing 5' of ’ metal-or other light and strong ma 
30'5 teriah suitable for the purpose; the parts of the 

forearm are enclosed- within a tubular casing 6 
having. an elbow joint at ‘I, and the palm 8" of 
the'hand includes a‘ hollow structure ?exibly con 
nectedby the-wrist‘ joint 9’ to the lower end‘ of 

35517118 forearm. The hand is equipped‘ with four 
tubular ?ngers Ill, ll', l2, and l-3,-andthe thumb 
L4,. and these‘ tubular’ or hollow casings enclose 
the supporting? frames" upon. which the activat 
ing? and operating devices are mounted. 

40.: For-suspending the arm structure on the‘trun 
cated‘shoulder" plate lav vertically disposed cir 
cular base plate» I5 is ‘utilized and the arm. struc 
ture is swiveled in a horizontal axis to swing'for 
ward.‘ and backward" simulating the: swing: of a 

“natural arm; For this? purpose a horizontally 
disposed swivel bolt; Hi is threaded in the base 
plate of the'shoulder'plate or- shoulder cap, and 
aitwo-armyoke- H having a' hub f8 is journaled 
to‘swivel- on'thebolt. The‘ hub of. the‘ yoke is 

50 fashioned with a vertically disposed swivel" pulley 
I Q'that oscillates with therswinging. movement of 
ther'a'rm structure; and a1 taut endless cable-‘20 
is'lo'ope‘d'under ‘the pulley with’ its two‘ ?ights 
passing‘ upwardly and over a pair of- spaced 
guide pulleys‘ 2|», 2|; journaled in bearings ‘rigid 
withrtheyoke, and‘. from these direction-chang 
ing pulleys the cable passes throughan arcuate 
slot. S in the rounded‘upper end of the upper 
armrcasing. Withinthe upper end -of;_th-e upper 

30 army the cable 20 is guidedby pulleys 22,-22 
mountedinbearings on-fthe yoke arms to: a} pair 
of directionchzinging pulleys;23, 23 onshaft“ 
mounted. inbearings vwithinthe upper armcasi-ng 
5. The shaft 24‘ is mounted in a horizontally 
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disposed frame-ring 25 ?xed, within-the tubular 
casing 5 of the upper arm, and from pulleys 23, 
23 the swivel cable 20 extends to a pair of power 
pulleys 26, 26, journaled in bearings within the 
casing and actuated as will be described. 
The arm structure is also capable of swinging 

in a vertical plane laterally toward and from the 
body of the wearer, and to accomplish this 
movement a spindle 21 is journaled in bearings 
28 of the frame 25, and the spindle passes 
through bosses 29 of the yoke arms and is pinned 
at 30 so that the arm may swing on its bearings 
28 of the spindle. 
The spindle is equipped with a large operating 

pulley 3| mounted between the arms of the yoke 
11, and an operating cable 32 extends around 
the pulley 3| with both ?ights guided by a pair 

‘ of direction-changing pulleys 33, 33, journaled 
in bearings ?xed within the casing 5, and thence 

_ to a pair of power pulleys 34, 34 within the 
casing. 
At the lower end of the tubular casing 5, and 

just above the elbow joint ‘I, the forearm, to 
gether with the elbow joint 35 is suspended and 
swiveled on a vertical axis that includes an an 
nular ball bearing 36 which is mounted between 
a bearing ring 3'! ?xed within the lower end of 
the upper arm casing 5, and a stepped open 
center bushing 38 ?xed in the upperend of the 
elbow joint 35, screw rings 39 being provided to 
retain the bearing members in place. The upper 
end of this truncated or stepped bushing 38 is 
fashioned with an exterior annular grooved 
?ange 40 which forms an operating pulley for 

- an operating cable 4| that passes around a di 
rection changing pulley 41a, and from there the 
cable is wound upon a pair of power pulleys 42, 
42 journaled in bearings ?xed within the cas 
ing 5. 
The articulated elbow joint 35, below the 

swivel joint is hinged or pivotally connected by 
a cross pin 43 with a rounded head 44 integral 
with an attaching plate 45 that is fastened by 

'screws 46 to a U-shaped frame 41 that closes 
>an opening in the front wall of the forearm 
" casing 6, and the pin 43 passes through bear 
' ings in the upper end 48 of the U-shaped frame 
for suspending the for;arm. 
For lifting and lowering the forearm on its 

> pivot-pin 43, an operating pulley 49 is rigidly 
mounted on the pin and a‘ cable 50 passing 
through an arcuate slot 5| in the head 44 is 
guided through eye-bolt 52 to a pair of power 
pulleys 53, 53 journaled in bearings within the 
casing 5. - 1 > 

The four mechanical structures with pulleys 
and cables above noted and employed in ?exing 
or manipulating the shoulder joint, the upper 
arm, the elbow joint, and the forearm, are ac— 
tivated by force or power from an electrical 
motor M (Fig. 8) to which the electric cable 3 

' is connected. 

The motor is mounted within the casing 5 of 
. the forearm on a suitable box frame F ‘adjacent 
‘the four power pulleys 26, 34, 42, and 53, and 
separate cable drives to these power pulleys op 

4 
throughbevel gear couples 6i and 62 to the two 

. opposed trains'of gears 63 and B4. 
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erate them, under electrical control, to transmit. . 
vmotion and power to the operating pulleys of 
the articulated parts of the arm. 
Speed reduction in the transmission of power 

is attained from the motor shaft 54 through worm 
55 (dotted lines Fig. 8), a worm gear 53, through 
a second worm 58 and worm gear 59 that re 
volves with t'e be e1 gear 63. Frsm gear 63 
power is trangmittd in opposite directions 

70 

Between these laterally spaced oppositely ro 
tating trains of gears are arranged four clutch 
units for shifting power from one train to the 
other train, and each clutch unit includes a 
central shiftable clutch member 65 mounted upon 
a clutch shaft 66 for alternate co-action with 
the spaced driven members 67 and 68 of the 
clutch. 
Each clutch is electro-magnetically controlled 

and operated by means of a solenoid 69 with its 
core of armature pivotally connected with a 
clutch lever 13 pivoted at ‘H on the frame F, and 
the fork 12 of the lever straddles the shiftable 
clutch member 65, to move the latter against 
tension of spring 13. ' ' , 

Each clutch shaft 63 is provided with a worm 
14 that meshes with a worm gear 15 mounted on 
a vdrum shaft 16 journaled in the frame F, and 
four drive drums 11, ‘I8, 19 and 80 are each pro 
vided with a drive cable 8|. One of these cables 
8| revolves the pair ‘of reversible power pulleys 
26, 26; another drives the power pulleys 34; a 
third cable operates the power pulleys 42, 42; 
and the fourth cable 8| drives the power pulleys 
53; for operating the four described articulamd 
parts of the arm. Suitable electrical control de 
vices and circuits are provided for operating the 
motor and for operating the several electro-mag 
netically operating parts including the clutch 
units, for the transmission of power and motion 
to the respective driving drums, power pulleys, 
and operating pulleys. 
At the wrist joint 9 the hand 8 is ?rmly se 

cured to the forearm by means of a universal 
joint mechanism which permits a swiveling twist 
of the wrist, lateral ?exing of the hand, and an 
up and down ?exion of the hand with relation 
to the forearm. 
The mechanism for operating the wrist joint, 

and for ?exing the articulated knuckle joints of 
the fingers andthumb, includes another electrical 
motor and electrical controls, therefor, together 
with power and motion transmission mechanism 
including clutches drums and cables and pairs 
of power pulleys as above described; and this 
operating mechanism is mounted within the fore 
arm casing 6. I 

In Fig. 5 an electric motor is indicated at 82, 
with some of the electrical controls and power 
transmission shown at 83 as mounted upon a 
frame 84 rigidly secured in the tubular casing of 
the forearm 6. For the swivel twisting movement 
of the wrist joint on a vertical axis a trans 
versely arranged open-center suspending plate 
85 forms part of the supporting frame 34 for a 
swivel ring 86 that is provided with yoke arms 
8‘! and journaled between the suspending plate 
85 and a complementary ?xed supporting plate 
88. An operating cable 89 passes around a pair 
of guide pulleys 90, and thence around a central 
drum 9| mounted upon a horizontal spindle 92 
that is journaled in an octagonal swivel ring 93 
of the hand 8. ' 

For lateral movements of the hand, the 
yoke arms 8'! of the swivel ring 85 are pivotally 
mounted in the octagonal swivel ring by means 
of radially alined trunnions 94, 94 and pulleys 
95, 95, cables 96 and guide pulleys 97 with op 
erating pulleys 98, are turned by the motor oper 
ated cables for accomplishing these lateral move 
ments. ' 

For ‘.‘p and down mo'cement's o’ the hand of 
the octagonal swivel ring 93v is‘ pivoted'by the 
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spindle 92 in a pair of bearings 99, 99 which form 
part of the hand frame I99 which is rigidly 
mounted within the casing 6 of the hand. 
The pulley mounts and cable arrangements for 

moving the joints of the articulated ?ngers pro 
vides for transmission of power and motion, si» 
multaneously, to each joint of the ?ngers, and 
the method of pivoting the ?ngers on frames 
within the ?nger casings permits the knuckle 
joints to spread in a natural manner when the 
hand is closed. 
In Fig. 6 operating cables passing around the 

three center pulleys 9!, IM and E92 extend to 
rotary drive drums in the hand operating mecha 
nism, one of which mechanisms includes the cable 
I03 that transmits power and motion to the little 
?nger. In the diagram Fig. 9 the ?ngers are 
each separately controlled from an individually 
operated motor driven drum as I94 mounted in 
the forearm, and the operating cable passes 
around pairs of guide pulleys I95 to the operating 
pulleys I06 that are journaled in the ?exible ?n 
ger frame I91, and thence around the joint 
pulleys I96 and I99 within the ?nger casing I3. 
A separate and individual pulley, cable and ?nger 
frame series identical to that shown in Fig. 9, 
for each of the four ?ngers I9, II, I2 and I3 is 
provided. 
In Fig. 5 the construction and operation of the 

?exibly jointed thumb is indicated by the use of : 
a frame II9 having two_joint pulleys I II and I I2. 
The operating cable II3 for the thumb is driven 
from the motor operated drum, and from thence 
passes around guide pulleys H4 to impart a lim 
ited lateral movement to the thumb structure. 
The cable is looped for operating the joints of the 
thumb in manner similar to the operating cables 
of the ?ngers, the outer joint of the thumb being 
moved more rapidly than the inner knuckle joints, 
as at a ratio of one to two, and cable I It operates 
the thumb on a hinge II'I relatively to the palm 
of the hand 8. The differential ratio of operation 
of the outer joint or tip section of the thumb 
relative to the intermediate joints is achieved by 
making the pulley I I2 of a different size than the 
pulley I I I, so that said pulley I I2 will rotate twice 
to each rotation of the pulley III. This ratio 
can of course be varied as desired. 
Having thus fully described my invention, what 

I claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: 

1. In an arti?cial limb a shoulder support; a 
?rst pulley mounted on said support for rotation 
in a vertical plane; a yoke extended laterally from 
and rigid with said ?rst pulley; a second pulley 
rotatably mounted on the yoke in a plane per 
pendicular to that of the ?rst pulley; an upper 
arm casing pinned to the second pulley to swing 
laterally towards and away from said shoulder 
support on rotation of the second pulley, said cas 
ing being supported upon and engaged by the 
yoke to swing in a plane perpendicular to said 
plane of lateral swinging movement on oscillation 
of the yoke responsive to rotation of the ?rst 
pulley; a drive motor in said upper arm casing; 
and independent clutch controlled driving con 
nections extending separately from said motor to 
the ?rst and second pulleys respectively. 

2. In an arti?cial limb a shoulder support; a 
?rst pulley mounted on said support for rotation 
in a vertical plane; a yoke rigid with said ?rst 
pulley for oscillation on a horizontal axis respon 
sive to rotation of said ?rst pulley; a second pulley 
mounted on said yoke for rotation in a plane 
intersecting the plane of rotation of the ?rst 
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6 
pulley at right angles; an upper arm casing 
pinned to the second pulley so as to be swung lat 
erally towards and away from said shoulder sup 
port responsive to rotation of the second pulley, 
said casing being supported upon and engaged by 
the yoke to swing forwardly and backwardly rela 
tive to said shoulder support responsive to oscil 
lation of the yoke; a forearm casing connected 
to said upper arm casing for swivelling on a ver 
tical axis; a forearm hinged to said forearm cas 
ing; third and fourth pulleys respectively rigid 
with the forearm casing and forearm respective 
ly; a motor mounted in the upper arm casing; 
a pair of oppositely rotating gear trains mounted 
in said upper arm casing and driven by the motor; 
and a plurality of driving connections extended 
from said gear train to said ?rst, second, third 
and fourth pulley respectively, said driving con— 
nections being independently clutch controlled 
for independent shifting of said driving connec 
tions to either gear train. 

3. In an arti?cial limb a shoulder support; a 
?rst pulley mounted for rotation upon said shoul 
der support; a hinge yoke rigid with said ?rst 
pulley; a second pulley mounted for rotation upon 
said hinge yoke; an upper arm casing pinned to 
the second pulley for swinging in one direction 
responsive to rotation of the second pulley, said 
upper arm casing being engaged by the yoke for 
swinging in another direction responsive to yoke 
oscillation on rotation of the ?rst pulley; a fore 
arm casing swivelly connected to the upper arm 
casing; a third pulley rigid with said forearm 
casing; a forearm hinged to the forearm casing; 
a fourth pulley pinned to the forearm and rotat 
ably mounted in the forearm casing; a driving 
motor mounted in the upper arm casing; a pair 
of oppositely rotating trains of gears mounted in 
said upper arm casing ; a driving connection be 
tween said motor and said trains of gears for con 
tinuously rotating the gears of the train, said 
gear trains including a plurality of opposed pairs 
of oppositely rotating gears; a driving connection 
extending from each of said pairs to a different 
one of said ?rst, second, third and fourth pulleys, 
said driving connections being ‘independent of 
each other; and a separate double clutch mounted 
between the gears of each pair of gears and shift 
able to either gear of a pair for engaging the driv 
ing connection extending to each pulley with a 
selected gear. 

HAROLD T. EDWARDS. 
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